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the serial number is a 4-character string, containing a characters
representing the week number in which the product was

manufactured (see above), a characters representing the month
in which the product was manufactured, a characters

representing the year in which the product was manufactured,
and a four digit (00-99) manufacturer code (see above). the

second digit is the month in which the product was
manufactured. there are 12 possible characters in this spot: the
digits 1 through 12 represent the first through twelfth months,

and the characters j through w represent the thirteenth through
twenty-second months. the fourth and fifth characters are the

first two digits of the week represented by the fifth character. the
sixth through ninth characters represent the first two digits of the
year represented by the sixth character. for example, a product
with a serial number whose fourth, fifth, and sixth characters are

dy was manufactured in the fourteenth week of the month of
december. the last two digits are the vendor’s part number. there

are 10 possible characters in this spot: the first two characters
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are the first two digits of the year represented by the sixth
character of the serial number, and the last eight characters
represent the actual vendor’s part number. for example, a

product with a serial number whose sixth, seventh, and eighth
characters are ppt is from the puma corporation. because a serial

number is only useful if it can be linked back to the item, for
example, the serial number, style number, and color is all that is
needed to authenticate a bag. for example, a bag labeled “fgh”

with a serial number of “ptq” and a style number of “12345”
could potentially be a coach bag, and the fourth character of the

serial number is an indication of the week the bag was
manufactured. in this case, week 40, the month of december,
and the part number of ptt is all that is needed to identify the

bag. if the serial number starts with a j, then the bag was
manufactured in the 27th week of the year. if it starts with an f,

the bag was manufactured in the 1st week of the year. if it starts
with a t, the bag was manufactured in the 39th week of the year.
if it starts with a q, the bag was manufactured in the 22nd week

of the year.
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The sixth character represents the quarter in which the device
was manufactured. There are 16 possible characters in this spot:

the digits 0-9 are used to represent the first through fourth
quarters, and the characters C through Z, excluding the vowels
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A, E, I, O, and U, represent the fifth through fifteenth quarters.
For devices manufactured in the first half of the year, add the

number represented by the characters from the fifth to the
eighth character to the number represented by the characters

from the third to the sixth character. For example, a product with
a serial number whose fifth character is C, and whose sixth

character is B, was manufactured in the second quarter of 2012.
The seventh character represents the half in which the device

was manufactured. There are 14 possible characters in this spot:
the digits 0-9 are used to represent the first through fourth half

years, and the characters C through Z, excluding the vowels A, E,
I, O, and U, represent the fifth through twelfth half years. For
devices manufactured in the second half of the year, add the

number represented by the characters from the sixth to the ninth
character to the number represented by the characters from the
third to the sixth character. For example, a product with a serial

number whose sixth character is C, and whose seventh character
is H, was manufactured in the fourth half year of 2012. Apple Inc.
is also a major manufacturer and seller of the Smartphones. Its
flagship product and primary money maker is the iPhone. It has

also introduced other products such as iPod, Mac, and iPad.
These products have gained immense popularity in the market
and have made an impact in the consumer electronic industry.

The iPhones are so popular that they have been the most
successful product the Apple company has ever had and are still
selling millions of them and even more are being produced. The
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